
Figuring Out Your Purpose

It is a roadmap for your life
It clarifies your individual purpose
It sets a defined direction for your future
It indicates what you ought to become and how you ought to serve others, based on
divine perspective 
It is the guidepost for your decision making
It is framed by how God sees you, what He has deposited in you, and the steps He
wants you to take

Hey Single Chick,

I am Tricia-Anne Y. Morris, Author, Purpose Coach, Success Coach, Transformational
Speaker, Business Coach and Consultant. I created this resource because I want to help
you to figure out your purpose but figuring out your purpose requires that you come up
with your Purpose Statement. 
 
Interestingly, every successful business has a vision and mission statement that they live
by for decision making. This principle is based on Habakkuk 2:2 which says "write the
vision, and make it plain upon tables, that he may run that readeth it." Funny thing
though is that few individuals have a vision or, more appropriately, a purpose statement
for their lives. This worksheet will help you to craft that purpose statement.

What is a Purpose Statement? 

If you want to figure out what God created you to do then complete the exercises
below. They're easy and any questions just reach out. You can email me at
triciaanne@thinkcreatesoar.com or call at 1(876) 451-0879. Also, follow me on IG
@smartfabulousandsingle. I have great tips andpractical solutions for living successfully
single. I'll also be launching my podcast soon.

Much Love,

Check out our podcast at www.sfswoman.com

Tricia-Anne
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- What's your Purpose? -

Example #1. (WHAT) To motivate, empower & inspire (WHO) women (HOW)  with
coaching, training, prophesying, writing and word of knowledge (WHY) so they
accomplish their divine purpose.

Example #2. (WHAT) To help, motivate and encourage (WHO) youth who are young in
the faith but have become wayward and lost (HOW) through prophesying, intercession,
writing, counseling, teaching, and mentorship (WHY) so they find their way back to God
and grow spiritually.

Purpose Statement Examples...

1. Your turn: Choose Your WHAT.
Here's a sample of WHAT words to choose from. Circle up to 3 or come up with your own. 

2. Your turn: Choose Your WHO.
Here's a sample of WHO words to choose from. Circle 1 or come up with your own.

3. Your turn: Choose Your How.
Here's a sample of HOW words to choose from. Circle up to 5 or come up with your own.

Advise
Affirm
Care for
Create
Direct

Educate
Empower
Encourage
Finance
Facilitate

Foster
Give
Help
Inspire
Launch

Lead
Make
Motivate
Nurture
Prepare

Produce
Provide
Serve
Support
Transform

Children
Toddlers
Teens
Tweens
Fathers

Mothers
Single Men
Single Women
Married Couples
Non-Christians

Leaders
Pastors
Pastors' Wives
Business Men
Business Women

Divorcees
Worship Leaders
Politicians
Government
Workers Managers

Administration
Analysis
Coaching
Communicatio
n
Coordination

Counselling
Deliverance
Facilitation
Faith
Healing

Mentorship
Prayer
Prophesying
Teach
Train

Volunteering
Word of Knowledge
Word of Wisdom
Worship
Writing

Christians have natural &
spiritual gifts. Identify both
the natural & the spiritual!
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- What's your Purpose? -
Purpose Statement Examples...

4. Your turn: Choose Your WHY.
Here's a sample of WHY phrases to choose from. Circle 1 or come up with your own. 

5. Your turn: Put it all together

Pull your answers into a single sentence. Think of it like a formula: WHAT + WHO + HOW + WHY.
You can move words around to perfect it after. Use the examples at the top of the page as a
guide.

So they accomplish their purpose
So they grow spiritually
So they come to know God
So they become employable
So they have one hot meal each week 

So they have a place to sleep 
So they achieve emotional healing
So they make better relationship choices
So their marriages will be strengthened
So they may become wholesome young adults

Example #1. (WHAT) To motivate, empower & inspire (WHO) women (HOW)  with coaching,
training, prophesying, writing and word of knowledge (WHY) so they accomplish their divine
purpose.

Example #2. (WHAT) To help, motivate and encourage (WHO) youth who are young in the faith
but have become wayward and lost  (HOW)  through prophesying, intercession, writing,
counseling, teaching, and mentorship  (WHY) so they find their way back to God and grow
spiritually.
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